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CITY OF OAKLAND 
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION 

(SPECIAL MEETING) 
 

Meeting Agenda 
 

Monday, November 1, 2021 
5:00 PM 

Via Teleconference 
 

 
Redistricting Commissioners: Benjie Achtenberg, Amber Blackwell, Daniel Chesmore 
(Alternate), Gloria Crowell, Lilibeth Gangas, Shirley Gee, Stephanie Goode, Masoud Hamidi, 
Paul Marshall, Tracy Richmond McKnight, Diana Miller, Tejal Shah, Bharat Singh (Alternate) 
Jan Stevens, and Mary Velasco.  
 
Commission website: www.oaklandca.gov/redistricting  

 

 
Pursuant to California Government Code section 54953(e), Redistricting Commissioners, 

as well as City staff, will participate via phone/video conference, and no physical 
teleconference locations are required. 

 
 

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
 

The Oakland Redistricting Commission encourages public participation in the online board 
meetings. The public may observe and/or participate in this meeting in several ways. 
 
OBSERVE: 
• To observe the meeting by video conference, please click on this link: 
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81413476891 at the noticed meeting time.   
 
Instructions on how to join a meeting by video conference are available at: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362193, which is a webpage entitled “Joining a 
Meeting” 
 
• To listen to the meeting by phone, please call the numbers below at the noticed meeting time: 
Dial (for higher quality, dial a number based on your current location): 
 
+1 669 900 9128  or +1 346 248 7799  or +1 253 215 8782  or +1 646 558 8656  or +1 301 715 
8592  or +1 312 626 6799. For each number, please be patient and when requested, dial the 
following Webinar ID: 814 1347 6891.  
 
After calling any of these phone numbers, if you are asked for a participant ID or code, press #.  
Instructions on how to join a meeting by phone are available at: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-
us/articles/201362663, which is a webpage entitled “Joining a Meeting By Phone.” 
 
 
PROVIDE PUBLIC COMMENT: There are three ways to make public comment within the 
time allotted for public comment on an eligible Agenda item. 
 
• Comment in advance. To send your comment directly to the Redistricting Commission and 
staff BEFORE the meeting starts, please send your comment, along with your full name and 
agenda item number you are commenting on, to Richard Luna at rluna@oaklandca.gov.  Please 

https://www.oaklandca.gov/boards-commissions/redistricting-commission/meetings
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81413476891
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362193
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362663
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362663
mailto:rluna@oaklandca.gov
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note that eComment submissions close one (1) hour before posted meeting time. All submitted 
public comment will be provided to the Commissioners prior to the meeting. 
• By Video Conference. To comment by Zoom video conference, click the “Raise Your Hand” 
button to request to speak when Public Comment is being taken on an eligible agenda item at the 
beginning of the meeting.  You will then be unmuted, during your turn, and allowed to 
participate in public comment.  After the allotted time, you will then be re-muted. Instructions on 
how to “Raise Your Hand” are available at: https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/205566129, 
which is a webpage entitled “Raise Hand In Webinar.” 
 
• By Phone. To comment by phone, please call on one of the above listed phone numbers.  You 
will be prompted to “Raise Your Hand” by pressing STAR-NINE (“*9”) to request to speak 
when Public Comment is being taken on a eligible agenda item at the beginning of the meeting.  
Once it is your turn, you will be unmuted and allowed to make your comment.  After the allotted 
time, you will be re-muted. Instructions of how to raise your hand by phone are available at: 
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362663, which is a webpage entitled “Joining a 
Meeting by Phone.” 
 
If you have any questions about these protocols, please e-mail Richard Luna, at 
rluna@oaklandca.gov.  
 
 
  

https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/205566129
https://support.zoom.us/hc/en-us/articles/201362663
mailto:rluna@oaklandca.gov
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1. Roll Call and Determination of Quorum 
  

 
2. Open Forum 

Speakers will be called on by the facilitator as speakers “raise their hand” through video 
conference or by telephone. All speakers will be allotted a maximum of two minutes to 
address the Commission, unless amended by the Chair.    

 
 

3. Disclosure Requirements by Commissioners 
Pursuant to Rule 13 of the Redistricting Commission’s Rules of Procedures, 
Commissioners shall verbally report any contacts with the purpose of influencing the 
decision-making authority of the Commission. Contacts shall include, but is not limited 
to, verbal or written communications from a City Council Member, School Board 
Member, locally elected official, public entity, partisan lobbyist, or individual speaking 
on behalf of the aforementioned offices or entities. 

 
 

4. Approval of Meeting Minutes 
The Commission will vote to approve the meeting minutes for the following meeting:  
 

• October 13, 2021 
 
 

5. Commission Deadline & Meeting Schedule  
The Commission will review the upcoming meeting schedule to complete its work by the 
charter mandated deadline of December 31, 2021. Scheduled meetings include: 
November 10, 2021, November 15, 2021, December 1, 2021, December 6, 2021 and 
December 8, 2021.  
 
 

6. Outreach Efforts Updates 
The Commissioners will provide oral updates on outreach efforts including feedback 
received at previously held redistricting workshops.  

 
 

7. Public Testimony Regarding Redistricting & Draft Map Discussion 
The Commission will receive public testimony regarding proposed draft maps. Each 
member of the public will be given 2 minutes to speak regarding any proposed map. 
After all public comments have been received, the Commission may discuss public 
comments or concerns. The Commission will continue to receive public input after this 
meeting. The Commission may take action regarding any proposed map including 
eliminating maps from consideration, review maps proposed prior to this meeting, 
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discuss details of the maps under consideration, may direct or make changes to any map 
under consideration, and may direct the creation of new maps.  
 

• Draft district map proposals – all maps and PDFs available at: 
https://www.oaklandca.gov/topics/district-map-proposals  

 
o Draft Map A - minimal changes to the existing district boundaries using 

traditional criteria. 
 

o Draft Map B – minimal changes to the existing district boundaries using 
traditional criteria and factoring communities of interest testimony 
received by the Commission at time of production. 

 
o Draft Map C – using traditional criteria but not beginning with the existing 

district boundaries as the starting basis. 
 

o Draft Map D – using traditional criteria but not beginning with the existing 
district boundaries as the starting basis. Draft map also factors 
communities of interest testimony received by the Commission at time of 
production. 
 

o Maps submitted by the public – maps submitted by the public are located 
on the following website: https://districtr.org/event/Oakland.  
 

o Online Survey Responses 
 
 

8. Adjournment 
The meeting will adjourn upon the completion of the Commission’s business. 

 

 

Do you need an ASL, Cantonese, Mandarin or Spanish interpreter or other assistance to 

participate? Please email rluna@oaklandca.gov or call (510) 238-4756 or (510) 238-2007 for 

TDD/TTY five days in advance. 

 

¿Necesita un intérprete en español, cantonés o mandarín, u otra ayuda para participar? Por favor 

envíe un correo electrónico a rluna@oaklandca.gov o llame al (510) 238-4756 o al 

(510) 238-2007 para TDD/TTY por lo menos cinco días antes de la reunión. Gracias. 

 

你需要手語,西班牙語,粵語或國語翻譯服務嗎?請在會議前五個工作天電郵 

rluna@oaklandca.gov 或 致電 (510) 238-4756 或 (510) 238-2007 TDD/TTY. 

https://www.oaklandca.gov/topics/district-map-proposals
https://oaklandca.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Oakland_Draft_Plan_A.html
https://oaklandca.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Oakland_Draft_Plan_B.html
https://cao-94612.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/Oakland_Draft_Plan_C.pdf
https://oaklandca.s3.us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Oakland_Draft_Plan_D.html
https://districtr.org/event/Oakland
mailto:rluna@oaklandca.gov
mailto:rluna@oaklandca.gov
mailto:rluna@oaklandca.gov
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CITY OF OAKLAND 
REDISTRICTING COMMISSION 

(REGULAR MEETING) 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 

Wednesday, October 13, 2021 
Via Teleconference 

 
 
Redistricting Commissioners: Benjie Achtenberg, Amber Blackwell, Daniel Chesmore 
(Alternate), Gloria Crowell, Lilibeth Gangas, Shirley Gee, Stephanie Goode, Masoud Hamidi, 
Paul Marshall, Tracy Richmond McKnight, Diana Miller, Tejal Shah, Bharat Singh (Alternate) 
Jan Stevens, and Mary Velasco.  
 
Commission website: www.oaklandca.gov/redistricting  

 

 
 

1. Roll Call and Determination of Quorum 
 
Quorum was determined and the meeting started at 5:02 pm.  
 
Commissioners present: Benjie Achtenberg, Amber Blackwell, Gloria Crowell, Lilibeth 
Gangas, Shirley Gee, Stephanie Goode, Masoud Hamidi, Paul Marshall, Tracy Richmond 
McKnight, Diana Miller, Tejal Shah, Jan Stevens, and Mary Velasco. 
 
Commissioners excused: none. 
 
Commissioners absent: none. 

 
Alternate Commissioners present: Daniel Chesmore. 
 
Alternate Commissioners excused: Bharat Singh 
 
City staff present: Richard J. Luna, Corey Alvin.  
 
City Attorney staff present: Mitesh Bhakta.  

 
 

2. Chair and Co-Vice Chair Rotation Announcement 
The Commission welcomed the new leadership team of Chair Lilibeth Gangas and Co-
Vice Chairs Diana Miller and Tejal Shah. Commissioners thanked former Chair Tracy 
Richmond McKnight for her service in leading the Commission.  
 
 

3. Open Forum 
 
Public comments were provided by the following speakers: 
David Peters 
Stuart Flashman 
Ralph Cook 
Leonora Sea 
Iris Merriouns  

 

https://www.oaklandca.gov/boards-commissions/redistricting-commission/meetings
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4. Disclosure Requirements by Commissioners 
 

Commissioner Shirley Gee reported attending a meeting with City Council President 
Nikki Fortunato Bas to discuss redistricting. Additionally, Commissioner Gee spoke with 
Councilmember Treva Reid on conducting additional outreach on redistricting.  
 
Co-Vice Chair Tejal Shah attended a roundtable discussion with Mayor Libby Schaaf and 
Councilmember Loren Taylor at the Akoma Market where redistricting was discussed.  
 
Commissioner Stephanie Goode attended the Mayor’s State of the City event and at the 
event, thanked Council President Nikki Fortunato Bas for providing additional funding 
for redistricting work.  
 
Chair Lilibeth Gangas engaged with Councilmember Carroll Fife on social media to help 
bring awareness to redistricting in District 3.  
 
Commissioner Tracy Richmond McKnight reported speaking about redistricting during 
open forum at a previous City Council meeting.  
 
There were no public comments on this item.  
 

 
5. Approval of Meeting Minutes 

 
Commissioners reviewed the draft meeting minutes. A motion was made by Gloria 
Crowell, seconded by Amber Blackwell, to approve the minutes for the meetings of 
September 8, 2021 and September 29, 2021. The motion passed with 13 ayes 
(Achtenberg, Blackwell, Crowell, Gangas, Gee, Goode, Hamidi, Marshall, McKnight, 
Miller, Shah, Stevens, Velasco).  
 
There were no public comments on this item.  
 

 
6. Resolution to Continue Teleconference Meetings 

 
Deputy City Attorney Mitesh Bhakta presented a proposed resolution to continue the 
Commission’s determination and findings to hold teleconference meetings.  
 
A motion was made by Tejal Shah, seconded by Tracy Richmond McKnight, to adopt the 
proposed resolution. The motion passed with 13 ayes (Achtenberg, Blackwell, Crowell, 
Gangas, Gee, Goode, Hamidi, Marshall, McKnight, Miller, Shah, Stevens, Velasco). 
 
The adopted resolution is included as Exhibit A.  
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Public comments were provided by the following speakers: 
Iris Merriouns  
 
 

7. Outreach Consultant Update & Outreach Strategy 
 
Charisma Acey of Outreach by Design presented an update on the outreach strategy, 
shared proposed posters and flyers that the consultant team created to assist in public 
awareness, and described the activities taken by the outreach consultants to date.  
 
Commissioners engaged in a discussion on best types of outreach strategies, materials 
needed to conduct outreach, and the importance of having Commissioners present at in-
person events.  

 
Public comments were provided by the following speakers: 
David Peters 
Liz Suk 
Stuart Flashman 
Iris Merriouns 
Ralph Cook 
Susan Piper 

 
No action was taken on this item.  

 
A motion was made by Gloria Crowell, seconded by Tejal Shah to take agenda item 9 
(Redistricting Testimony) out of order and to open the public hearing. The motion passed 
with 13 ayes (Achtenberg, Blackwell, Crowell, Gangas, Gee, Goode, Hamidi, Marshall, 
McKnight, Miller, Shah, Stevens, Velasco). 
 
 

9. Redistricting Testimony 
 
Paul Mitchell of Redistricting Partners presented the four draft maps developed by the 
consultant team on behalf of the Commission, including the methodology used in 
creating the draft maps.  
 
Commissioners engaged in a discussion on how to narrow down the draft map options for 
the Commission and public to consider, how communities of interest input should factor 
into deciding which maps to prioritize, and the need to include additional demographic 
data in the summary tables for the draft maps.  
 
Commissioner Paul Marshall was excused from the meeting at 7:37 pm.  
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A motion was made by Jan Stevens, seconded by Shirley Gee, to drop draft maps A and 
C and to close the public hearing. The motion passed with 12 ayes (Achtenberg, 
Blackwell, Crowell, Gangas, Gee, Goode, Hamidi, McKnight, Miller, Shah, Stevens, 
Velasco), and one excused (Marshall).  

 
The following public speakers provided public testimony: 
Stuart Flashman 
Leonora Sea 
Liz Suk 
David Peters 
Stan Weisner 
Ronnie Spitzer 
Reisa Jaffee 
Elizabeth Stage 
Ralph Cook 
Iris Merriouns 
Kevin Dalley 
 
Written comments were submitted by the following individuals or groups: 
Leonora Sea on behalf of the Rockridge Community Planning Council Board of Directors 
Patrick Messac 
Brooke Levin 
Theresa Nelson 
Jonathan Gabel 
Leonora Sea on behalf of the Rockridge Community Planning Council Board of Directors 
 
A motion was made by Tracy Richmond McKnight, seconded by Stephanie Goode, to 
extend the meeting to 8:30 pm. A friendly amendment made by Benjie Achtenberg was 
accepted to extend the meeting until 9:00 pm. The motion as amended passed with 12 
ayes (Achtenberg, Blackwell, Crowell, Gangas, Gee, Goode, Hamidi, McKnight, Miller, 
Shah, Stevens, Velasco), and one excused (Marshall). 
 

 
8. Additional Commission Meetings 

 
Commissioners discussed the need to add additional meetings so the public can provide 
input on the draft maps before final adoption takes place in December.  
 
Commissioner Shirley Gee was excused from the meeting at 8:12 pm.  
 
Commissioner Benjie Achtenberg provided dates for the Commission to consider as it 
contemplated adding additional meeting dates and encouraged the Commission to reserve 
one date for a youth focused engagement event.  
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A motion was made by Benjie Achtenberg, seconded by Tracy Richmond McKnight, to 
schedule seven additional special meetings or workshops between now and December 8, 
2021. The motion passed with 11 ayes (Achtenberg, Blackwell, Crowell, Gangas, Goode, 
Hamidi, McKnight, Miller, Shah, Stevens, Velasco), and two excused (Gee, Marshall). 
 
Public comments were provided by the following speakers: 
Liz Suk 
Oliver 
Ronnie Spitzer 
David Peters 
Iris Merriouns 
 
Written comments were submitted by the following individuals or groups: 
Sietse Goffard on behalf of the Asian Law Caucus, Oakland Rising, the ACLU 
Foundation of Northern California, and the League of Women Voters of Oakland. 

 
 

9. Ad Hoc Committee Reports 
 
Commissioner Benjie Achtenberg stated he scheduled a presentation with students at 
McClymonds High School on October 21, 2021 and requested volunteers to assist with 
the event.   
 
Public comments were provided by the following speakers: 
Carroll Fife 
David Peters 
 
No action was taken on this item.  
 
 

10. Agenda Requests for Future Meetings 
 
Commissioner Stephanie Goode requested receiving metrics on the survey responses, 
outreach activities, and mailings.  
 
Chair Lilibeth Gangas requested the total number of comments and interactions tracked 
by outreach efforts.  
 
There was no public comment on this item.  
 
 

11. Adjournment 
 
The meeting adjourned at 9:00 pm.  
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APPROVED AS TO FORM AND LEGALITY 

 

 

________________________ 

CITY ATTORNEY’S OFFICE 

 
OAKLAND REDISTRICTING COMMISSION 

 
RESOLUTION NO. 21-003 

 

 
RESOLUTION DETERMINING THAT CONDUCTING IN-PERSON 
MEETINGS OF THE OAKLAND REDISTRICTING COMMISSION 
AND ITS COMMITTEES WOULD PRESENT IMMINENT RISKS TO 
ATTENDEES’ HEALTH, AND ELECTING TO CONTINUE 
CONDUCTING MEETINGS USING TELECONFERENCING IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE 
SECTION 54953(e) AS AMENDED BY CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY 
BILL NO. AB-361 (SEPTEMBER 16, 2021). 

 
WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom declared a state 

of emergency related to COVID-19, pursuant to Government Code Section 8625, 
and such declaration has not been lifted or rescinded, 
See  https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.4.20-Coronavirus-
SOE-Proclamation.pdf ; and 
 

WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the City Administrator in their capacity as the 
Director of the Emergency Operations Center (EOC), issued a proclamation of local 
emergency due to the spread of COVID-19 in Oakland, and on March 12, 2020, the 
City Council passed Resolution No. 88075 C.M.S. ratifying the proclamation of local 
emergency pursuant to Oakland Municipal Code (O.M.C.) section 8.50.050(C); and  

 
WHEREAS, City Council Resolution No. 88075 remains in full force and effect 

to date; and  
 
WHEREAS, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) recommends physical 

distancing of at least six (6) feet whenever possible, avoiding crowds, and 
avoiding spaces that do not offer fresh air from the outdoors, particularly for 
people who are not fully vaccinated or who are at higher risk of getting very sick 
from COVID-19. See  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-
getting-sick/prevention.html; and 

 
WHEREAS, the CDC recommends that people who live with unvaccinated 

people avoid activities that make physical distancing difficult, See 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/about-covid-19/caring-
for-children/families.html; and 
 

https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.4.20-Coronavirus-SOE-Proclamation.pdf
https://www.gov.ca.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/3.4.20-Coronavirus-SOE-Proclamation.pdf
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/about-covid-19/caring-for-children/families.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/about-covid-19/caring-for-children/families.html
bhakt9m
Mitesh Stamp
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WHEREAS, the CDC recommends that older adults limit in-person 
interactions as much as possible, particularly when indoors. See 
https://www.cdc.gov/aging/covid19/covid19-older-adults.html; and 

 
WHEREAS, the CDC, the California Department of Public Health, and the 

Alameda County Public Health Department all recommend that people 
experiencing COVID-19 symptoms stay home, 
See  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-
sick.html; and 
 

WHEREAS, persons without symptoms may be able to spread the COVID-
19 virus, See  https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-
sick/prevention.html; and 

 
WHEREAS, fully vaccinated persons who become infected with the COVID-

19 Delta variant can spread the virus to others, See 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated.html; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City’s public-meeting facilities are indoor facilities that are 

not designed to ensure circulation of fresh / outdoor air, particularly during 
periods of cold and/or rainy weather; and 

 
WHEREAS, the City’s public-meeting facilities are not designed to ensure 

that attendees can remain six (6) feet apart; and 
 

WHEREAS, holding in-person meetings would encourage community 
members from different households to come to City facilities to participate in local 
government, and some of them would be at high risk of getting very sick from 
COVID-19 and/or would live with someone who is at high risk; and 

 
WHEREAS, in-person meetings will bring community members who are 

experiencing COVID-19 symptoms to leave their homes in order to come to City 
facilities and participate in local government; and 

 
WHEREAS, some attendees would use ride-share services or public transit 

to travel to in-person meetings, thereby putting them in close and prolonged 
contact with additional people outside of their households; and  

 
WHEREAS, on September 29, 2021, Commissioners adopted a resolution 

determining that conducting in-person meetings of the Oakland Redistricting 
Commission and its committees would present imminent risks to attendees’ health, 
and electing to continue conducting meetings using teleconferencing in 
accordance with California Government Code Section 54953(e) as amended by 
California Assembly Bill No. AB-361 (September 16, 2021); now therefore be it:  

 

https://www.cdc.gov/aging/covid19/covid19-older-adults.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/prevent-getting-sick/prevention.html
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/vaccines/fully-vaccinated.html
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RESOLVED: that the Oakland Redistricting Commission finds and 
determines that the foregoing recitals are true and correct and hereby adopts and 
incorporates them into this Resolution; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: that, based on these determinations and 
consistent with federal, state and local health guidance, the Oakland Redistricting 
Commission renews its determination that conducting in-person meetings would 
pose imminent risks to the health of attendees; and be it 

FURTHER RESOLVED: that the Oakland Redistricting Commission firmly 
believes that the community’s health and safety seriously and the community’s 
right to participate in local government, are both critically important, and is 
committed to balancing the two by continuing to use teleconferencing to conduct 
public meetings, in accordance with California Government Code Section 
54953(e), a provision of AB-361; and be it  

FURTHER RESOLVED: that the Oakland Redistricting Commission will 
renew these (or similar) findings at least every thirty (30) days in accordance with 
California Government Code section 54953(e) until the state of emergency related 
to COVID-19 has been lifted, or the Oakland Redistricting Commission finds that 
in-person meetings no longer pose imminent risks to the health of attendees, 
whichever is occurs first. 

ADOPTED ON THIS ___ DAY OF __________, 2021. 13th October



DISTRICT 1 - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest /Comments & Questions Willing to Volunteer
Judith Huarte No comments Yes
Debra Israel Advocate for Tenant & homeless Rights and Racial Justice No
C Leonard Concerned with Gentrification/What are the goals of Redistricting? Yes
Ahmed Ali Bob Interested in Geography, Landmarks, Sense of Belonging/Wanrs Equitable Distribution of Resources Yes
Jeremy Gormley How do school boundries separate Students by Wealth and Race? Yes
Gracie Osborne Definition: A community of Interest is a population with at least one commonality in their demographic. I think districts should 

include populations with different views, so splitting with no bias towards constitutes' political beliefs. 
No

Owen Bushels/Santa Fe, North/West Oakland/How will Oakland population growth modify the map? Yes
Kevin My community of interest is the community that wants to end the distribution of drugs to minors. No
eren The County of Alameda redistricting currently occurring is it should stay the same and should not change. Or it should change and 

be a bit more organized. Since I do not live in Oakland I still do think that it a necessity to redistrict the areas as it might affect a 
community in that area . No

Kent Ly My interest in my community is that I want all the districts to be equally represented and all the districts to be eveny populated. 
No

River Tuason My COI would be environmental issues. Yes
Escher Pearce I believe we should add a community of interest that is a equal mix of different ethnicity that share the same democratic interest.

No
Donovan I think my Community of Interest is by location in the City of Oakland. No
Barry Fong I believe that my community of interest in the county would be location and the have an even population split. No
Becky Scribner Piedmont Ave / Rockridge / Temescal... the area bordered by 580/Telegraph/13/Piedmont.  All share common characteristics of 

having thriving business districts that draw visitors from within and beyond the neighborhood. And these neighborhoods have 
high walkability, which drives a shared need for public transportation and safety. Within our district, there is huge variability in 
school quality.  How can we ensure equity across the public schools in our district when it comes to programming, facilities, 
teachers, and outside (PTA) funding?  Can we require all PTA funds go into a shared pool equally distributed across the district?

No
Mai Dinh I believe my community, the city of Oakland should be equality divided by their location. No
Matthew Kaplan What is the commission looking to value/prioritize with redistricting? No

Josh Shinoff Claremont Hills/The district should be drawn to group the areas with common interests together, not arbitrary geographies
Nigel Feng I think my Community of Interest is by location in the City of Oakland. No

Denise Dang
Can we please make the North and Eastern parts of District 1 above Hwy 24 part of Berkeley? Our area is neglected by Oakland 
given that it is so far away from the communities and would be better served by Berkeley given the proximity. No

Brooke A Levin
Interested in having Lake Merritt defined as a Community of Interest.  Now its in D-2 and D-3.  With the population of D-3 
exceeding the level for a district it should shift the boundry to D-2 and encompass the Lake. Yes

Updated 10/22/2021



DISTRICT 1 - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest /Comments & Questions Willing to Volunteer

Alice butler
5882 margarido dr was in the Hillcrest school district when we purchased this house in 1976. We sent our youngest child to 
Hillcrest. This area must be zoned for Hillcrest. Yes

Jody London

I was on the School Board for 12 years (2009-2020). It is important that districts represent diverse socioeconomic groups. We 
inherited the redlined housing system that currently comprises our city.  Can we use the redistricting process to address historic 
injustice and disproportionality? No

casey farmer Rockridge/See RCPC Letter No

Shauna H Smith

Oakland Hill residents including Upper Rockridge share similar standards of living, transportation issues related to terrain and 
concerns about property crimes/I would like to see Upper Rockridge included in the Oakland Hill district which is reflected in Map 
D. No

Chris Vernon
I think of my community of interest as being North Oakland, not so much the North Oakland Hills though/I think Draft Map B 
looks like the most reasonable of the four. No

Matthew Bilotti

I checked your definition and it suggests that COIs need to be protected in a single district, or perhaps small number of districts, 
to protect their voice on the Council. I think that's a reasonable assumption for many COIs that might come to mind, but not for 
the affluent, largely caucasian community that tends to cluster in the hill districts and Rockridge. This community has historically 
not been marginalized, has an outsized voice on the Council today, and does not feel like a COI despite it being consolidated into 
a single district, such as in Draft Map D/The reason to prefer a map like Draft Map D is because it consolidates this community 
into a single district. We are doing this not because the hills and Rockridge community is itself a COI, but because by doing so it 
allows other districts to be much better reflective of their COIs. Draft Map D will give us a Council that is much more responsive 
to the communities that need its attention. No

Jame Ervin

I live in the grey land of Grand Lake, Adams Point and Piedmont Ave/I reviewed maps C&D - and I did not understand the intent 
with the new lines - but unfortunately the level of detail for the new "hills districts" did not make it clear what was happening - 
these maps need to be zoomable so we can better understand the boundaries.    The big thing I noticed was splitting up a lot of 
existing neighborhoods - like Rockridge and Glenview. It looks like the intention was to dilute voting groups, and connecting 
neighborhood that do not have much in common and further codify the "hills and flats" division. I would prefer to keep the 
existing boundaries - because C&D are not an improvement. I think that we need to go back to the drawing board on these 
proposed options - they are not great. No

Nisha Sudarsanam
I am Asian, dependent on public transportation and a recent house owner/None, mainly registered for meeting info and 
volunteer opportunities Yes

Emily Nakashima

Temescal/Telegraph + the Piedmont Avenue area below Pleasant Valley. These two areas together with the space in between 
(Broadway area) encompass where I go to church, my starting points for public transit, where I most frequently go out to eat, 
where I go for exercise, etc. I feel that these two areas are similar in terms of culture and housing type (mix of single family and 
multi-family homes) and interests/I love that we're considering changes to the district shapes. Draft plans C & D are both 
favorable to me over the current arrangement, although I would prefer a plan that places the Piedmont Avenue area below 
Pleasant Valley in area A while moving the areas above and along Broadway Terrace to D. I think of those areas as having more of 
an affinity with "the hills" than the Piedmont Ave corridor, and less in common with anyone living on the flat lands. No
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Name Community of Interest /Comments & Questions Willing to Volunteer

Ronnie Spitzer
Rockridge/I suggest you reach out to your existing COIs and request they forward your information to other potential COIs and 
neighborhood groups. This will help your outreach. Yes

Stuart Flashman

Rockridge/Needs much, much more outreach and community involvement /The Rockridge Area is my primary community of 
interest.  It's boundaries extend from 51st St. on the South, Telegraph Ave. on the west, the Berkeley border on the north, and 
Broadway Terrace and Highway 13 on the east.  It centers around the College Ave. commercial district and the various school 
attendance areas within Rockridge, which serve as unifying factors for its residents. also the attendance areas for Chabot 
Elementary School, Peralta Elementary School, Claremont Middle School, and Oakland Technical High School.  A secondary 
community of interest is North Oakland, including the area from the Emeryville border on the west, the Berkeley border on the 
north, Macarthur Boulevard on the south, and Highway 13 on the east.  While I live east of College Avenue, I feel much more 
commonality with the area west of College Avenue than with the Area east of Highway 13/Where did proposals C and D come 
from.  Their division of the Rockridge area between two districts appears uninformed, bordering on outright malice. Yes

Jonathan Gabel Rockridge/Ditch maps C and D, which would split Rockridge in two. No

Ivar Diehl

Eastlake neighborhood: very different from downtown, shares more with Chinatown.  Flatlands: Very different priorities from 
more affluent hills area/I support redistricting map B. This map separates the flatlands from the hills, enhancing the weaker, less 
affluent flatlands. It also unites Chinatown and Eastlake which makes sense as these two communities are linked through the 
historic Cantonese community as well as other Asian ethnic groups No

Kushal Modi

My COI is Rockridge, and Affordable Housing/The new D district (comprising of most of the Oakland Hills + parts of Rockridge) 
might be seen by many as the Berkeley-esque NIMBY community. The new “Hills District” also seems to include a lot of lower and 
upper Rockridge. Lower Rockridge has a bunch of condos + the future CCA dev - Upper/Lower Rockridge can support a lot more 
growth unlike the actual hills. I am concerned that NIMBY majority will do some harm to potential growth areas for housing 
particularly in lower Rockridge. No

Robert Prinz

NW Oakland/1) I discourage the commission from using freeways as boundary lines between districts. The freeways already 
divide our communities, this shouldn’t be reinforced via political boundaries. We should be working to bridge these divides 
instead.  2) NW Oakland west of MLK Jr Way has experienced some of the most significant gentrification & displacement in all of 
Oakland over the past 10 years. But it has often gone overlooked because this part of the city gets lumped in with the wealthier 
parts of “North Oakland” and isn’t then considered a priority area for planning purposes. I would like to see NW Oakland and 
West Oakland combined into one district, because these areas share a lot more commonalities than the rest of North Oakland 
east of MLK Jr Way. No

Matthew Kaplan Temescal, Mosswood, Piedmont Avenue/What is the ORC looking to accomplish? No
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Name Community of Interest /Comments & Questions Willing to Volunteer
Tom Coleman Admas Point, Asian American Community, LGBTQ Yes
Anna Rancho Antonio Neighborhood, Concerned with Homeless Ecampments and Crime Yes
Angela Crone Values Essential Needs Businesses Yes
Jason La My COI should be divided by the location and have a even population split No
Rebecca Dean Lake Merritt/How will you ensure equal access to representation for communities in Oakland when we are such a diverse city? 

Yes
Hydeh Ghaffari I live along Lake Merritt.  We would like to be able to walk safely to and from these areas without fear of being mugged. Without 

passing blatant drug dealers. And we would like to be able to drive on Grand, Bellevue and Perkins Avenues without blowing tires 
on potholes. While we want to see the homeless fed and safely sheltered, and the violence citywide reduced, we would like our 
immediate community concerns represented fairly, as well.

No
Mason Sam

Community of interests are defined as communities that share the same historic values. The district lines in Oakland feel natural 
and are split well. However, I believe that the district lines should still be split by wealth and population.  For example, I would 
have the Oakland hills be divided into two separate districts and mold the three other districts in Oakland based on population. No

Hanna Bliss I live in Chinatown. So my only community is the commercial center. I am a huge fan of safe bike lanes.  I especially like the ones 
where there is a clear barrier between the car traffic and bikes. No

Anthony Rodriguez I am not sure, I don't know what COIs are Yes

Ryan Lester

Clinton, East Lake/District 4 seems like the oddest district to me... Primarily representing the Oakland Hills but them coming down 
and representing the "Fairfax" neighborhood in East Oakland (I used to live on Fairfax Ave).    If CM Thao's budget priorities are any 
indication, her office is most focused on capital improvement projects to Oakland Hills Parks and restrooms vs. the more dire 
needs of her constituents in the "flats".  I think such a lopsided district (mainly hills and a tiny bit of the "flats" does not ensure 
equitable representation to those flatland residents since the hills residents have more political capital).    Are unhoused/homeless 
residents counted as "residents" of a certain district?  I'd imagine 4-10k unhoused residents who primarily live in East and West 
Oakland would increase the weight of the districts those people live in.    Separately, most of the population, population growth, 
jobs, transit and resources are in West and East Oakland vs. North Oakland and the Oakland Hills.  I'd advocate for trying to divide 
the districts in a way that centers most of the districts in the "flats" while equitably distributing representation of the hills amongst 
the 7 districts.    Also, the city should eliminate the at-large city council seat, at large seats are shown to be discriminatory and 
typically result in electing officials that are not representative of the places they serve. Yes

Matt Matusiewicz I would love to engage with my community more and become more actively involved with community development in Oakland. Yes
Mary Bowman Lakeshore Homeowners Association/no gerrymandering No

KR Hart

I vote for Plan D. I live in Grand Lake district: a mixture of retail and residential, experiencing rapid growth, paying extremely high 
property taxes and want to see that money used to benefit residents (not politicians). Why are the lines so crooked? Why isn't it 
just a grid? Yes

Larry Long Huynh Similar culture, schools, and people within common community interacts/NA Yes
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Uchenna Okoye

Highland, Bella Vista, NCPC 17XY/I like Draft A and B. They keep the basic districts together which have different types of 
constituents in each district, ensuring council members and school board members think of all parties. I don't like Draft C and D 
because it breaks the city up into districts where constituents will pull legislation & board decisions in more polarizing directions. No

Bob Spencer

To me our COI is our geographic neighborhood where we share similar concerns with neighbors about public services.  In those 
terms, would define our COI as the Grand Lake neighborhood.  As a privileged white person, I don't think I need to be "protected" 
and therefore would not define my COI in socioeconomic terms. I think maps C and D best capture my COI based on how I define it 
in Question #4.  I think map B does the worst job in that regard. Yes

Kenneth Tan

Chinatown community members, voices of low-income immigrant communities, environmental justice advocates, voices of 
Chinatown tenants.I strongly oppose proposal C and D given they completely shift the demographic of the original district. The 
relationship that was built upon in the last 10 years  by merchants, tenants, stakeholders with the last two councilmembers would 
be jeopardized by proposals C and D. Additionally, the shift for Chinatown into D3 would have an enormous impact on the 
councilmember given a huge wave of monolingual residents who are often underserved due to language capacity. No

Steve Croft

Home and business owners. Obviously already overrepresented in terms of political power, but even if District 2 ends up redrawn 
to mostly cover rich white people I think this benefits other districts whose voices and interests don’t get diluted.I’m glad to see 
that some of the proposals are not just incremental. No

Austin Shapiro

My geographic area, from Chinatown to San Antonio/I don't like District C in draft plans C and D (which I would become a part of). 
Its boundaries seem unnatural to me, including part (but not all) of West Oakland, part (but not all) of downtown, and part (but 
not all) of my neighborhood east of Lake Merritt. It's barely contiguous -- it only looks contiguous because it includes unpopulated 
land and a narrow populated strip along the estuary. No
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DISTRICT 3 - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest /Comments & Questions Willing to Volunteer
Karen Streichr Advocate for Housing Rights. Living Wages, Public Safety No
Daniel Tischler Downtown Oakland/No Council District is Focused Downtown, Little Representation, Downtown is carved up between West 

Oakland and San Antonio Eastlake Yes
MARIO PALESTINI Lake Merritt/ Need More Policing Crime is Driving People Out Oakland No
Penny Righthand Lake Merritt/Public Safety is not being Addressed or Tepresented Fairly Yes
Liz Brisson Uptown Neighborhood/ no further comments or questions No
Jay Toulouse Community Volunteer, Scientist, Lesbian/ N Redistricting Comments Yes
Mavin Carter Griffin Arts culture and racial equity we are the. Largest UNHOUSED community living both curb and deeply interested in our future our 

identity our story's. The City needs to recognize The Wood Street People's Collective as a Campus sovereign of west Oakland s 
UNHOUSED Panther and burner community and know we are voters and interested in something different than ANYTHING yet 
produced See Mavin Carter Griffin for more VITAL information. Repaiations Recovery and New innovation is our Community of 
random citizens proudly of Oakland.We want to be considered as neighbors and relivently a emerging cultural voice eminated 
from 15 years or more of homelessness. We are a voice and we are humans in interest without REAL INCLUSIVE NEWS OR ENTRY 
TO BE COUNTED AS THE HOUSED ARE.

Yes
Larry Platt, MD Adams Morgan  Lake Merritt/Please stop allowing the amplified music that is happening two or three times a week at the 

Boathouse. It is inappropriate and unhealthy and is enjoyed by only a few dozen people at the expense of hundreds of residents 
in my COI's. Yes

Pedro Mendoza I would define my community of interest as a public safety community No
hussein omar My community needs a lot of work but i would say we focus on drug abuse and speeding in my area No
Adam You can define them by their similar living qualities and their needs as a place of worship, groceries stores, liquor stores, schools, 

parks, and many others/Are there updates that can change the placement of the district we currently have today?
No

Susan Fox Lake Merritt resident who values access to a city park for all Oakland residents/ No
Carol Wyatt My community of interest is both economic and crime prevention oriented.  Seeing more economic opportunities for our 

businesses and residents is imperative for poverty intervention.  Seeing small incubator businesses in our corridors that allow us 
to hire locally and keep resources and dollars in our community is essential.

No
YaVette Holts Black owned businesses/We are interested to keep our business members aware of the process of how and why redistricting 

happens and how district boundaries affect their bottom line Yes
Ay'Anna Moody I consider neighborhood and schools my COI.  I want to make sure the next school bond measure passed goes to remodeling and 

supporting McClymonds HS.  The school has needed these financial resources for quite some time
Yes

Steve Sims Would you consider multi-member constituencies elected via proportional, ranked lists? Yes
Cameron Robertson My idea of a COI is a community where people share the same interests. No

Tom Dapice District 3 should be split into West Oakland and downtown / Lake Merritt so that West Oakland gets better representation. Yes
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Reisa Jaffe

My community of interest are people who are working to eliminate white supremacy and raise the quality of life of those most in 
need. Housing as a human right. Paying a living wage. People who understand public safety goes beyond policing. “As a new 
Commission, we want the community to know of the work we are doing and will strive to make the redistricting process as open 
and transparent as possible.” - What specific things will you be doing to accomplish this goal? No

Mercedes S. Rodriguez

This is all new to me. I would need to do more research and get a better understanding of COI. I would like to know why the 
Commission is seeking redistricting. What made the City decide that it should be redistricted. How will redistricting change my 
neighborhood? What changes are going to be made in District 3 where I live. I would like to compare the current District 3 with 
the new proposed District 3. No

Helen Hutchison

I suggest you consider using school attendance boundaries as COIs. The current attendance boundaries are here: 
https://www.arcgis.com/apps/View/index.html?appid=e2d956e81eaf4a45b24b705e76b7871e&extent=-122.4784,37.7048,-
121.9901,37.8847 No

Julia Epstein
Jack London Square/Please ensure that people of color, people who work multiple jobs, people with disabilities, and immigrants 
are able to vote. No

Nathan Moon

I am the Advocacy Director (volunteer resident) for Beat8x Neighborhood Council of the City of Oakland Neighborhood Services. 
Neighborhood Services Beat 8x is supervised by Angela Moore (amoore@oaklandca.gov) and is bound by I-980 to the Lake and 
West grand up to 40th Street. After review of the Draft Maps B and D, Beat 8x Neighborhood Council supports Draft Map B. Our 
top Draft Map choice is still A Yes

Mary Griffin
Adams Point Neighborhood Group/I am in favor of Map Draft D.  This puts all the neighborhoods surrounding the lake in a 
common district with one representative council member. No

Joan Straumanis
Adams Point, Grand Lake area. I like living in an area with diverse populations, interests, economic status and nearby shops and 
services/ I appreciate this process taking place. No

Jen Jackson

Adams Point neighborhood/I am in support of Maps C and D but definitely NOT A or B. Adams Point is incredibly different from 
West Oakland and although it has far more voters than other parts of D3, we receive VERY little attention from our 
representative. They come to campaign and then we don’t see them again. We have serious crime issues (my neighbor was held 
up at gun point on his porch and another punched in the face and mugged while she walked home from the grocery store). We 
should at long last be united with our neighbors into one district so that we can advocate for programs and resources that serve 
us more consistently. No

Anyka Howard
Black, West Oakland, Entrepreneur/Small Business Owner, Women, Oakland Native , Arts and Culture, Organizing, 
Advocacy/Policy/TBD Yes
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Diana

I strongly support Maps C and D (especially Map D), which would, among other things, place my neighborhood (Westlake/Adams 
Point) in the same council district as the other lakeside neighborhoods. We have lived here for many years and it has always been 
challenging having a voice in what is happening along the lake because most of our D3 councilmembers have been 
(appropriately) focused on the starkly different West Oakland concerns. Using an arterial like Broadway as a boundary makes far 
more sense than the current split along Grand, where merchants and residents on either side of the street share similar 
neighborhood concerns but are in different council districts. The one change to Map C/D that I'd consider is ending District A at 
West Grand (or ideally even further north, if possible) to keep more West Oakland neighborhoods together. This looks like it 
would be feasible as far as population numbers since District A is the most populous in both of these maps. Thanks for all of your 
work on this daunting task! No

Ralph Pass/Split my district Yes

Leniece Flowers

Lake Merritt, Northgate Waverly, Downtown/What safeguards are being put in place to ensure equitable allocation of resources, 
power, etc? Who will track/monitor/audit this potential for potential bias and unintended outcomes? Who will advocate for the 
most marginalized? Unhoused people, black and brown people, working class/low-income folk, and non-native English speakers? Yes

EC Brandon Westlake/Oak Glen neighborhood/Current District 3 has at least three very disparate areas; one or more align better elsewhere No
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Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer
Santiago Rascon A community of intrest is a community who has similar ideals and morals, thus they lead themselfes in a headstrong way inorder 

to maintain such ideals and morals. No
Mason Sam The district lines in Oakland feel natural and are split well. However, I believe that the district lines should still be split by wealth 

and population.  For example, I would have the Oakland hills be divided into two separate districts and mold the three other 
districts in Oakland based on population. No

Cameron Robertson My idea of a COI is a community where people share the same interests No
Cesar Ramirez Economic Interest /try to have an even split of people. No
Ed Gerber Montclair & adjacent hill areas/I believe the Commission should have an in-depth presentation of the conceptual alternatives 

open to it. For example a continuation of the current system with a number of districts which go flats to hills vs a system which 
would focus more on community of interest. No attention should be given to the effect on incumbent CMs.

Yes
Rory Brown Community defined neighborhoods make a community not marketing defined neighborhoods Yes
Kimberly Hudson How will Oakland's African-American homeless and under-housed be considered or counted in the redistricting efforts?

No
Tara  My communities are queer and trans people, BIPOC (I am Filipinx), artists, lower middle class, children of immigrants. I’m 

originally from the Sacramento area and moved to Oakland in 2014. No
Joseph Karwat  My COIS are not related to any ethnic or economic grouping that would be district centric. Can you be a bit more transparent as 

to your priorities and methodology.  Are we rebalacing the districts based on population, income, .... Yes
James Wood I live in a rich, diverse community near Dimond Park. I attend church in the Fruitvale, shop in the Fruitvale and go to many 

businesses in the Laurel.  Giving voting patterns I believe that those living in the hills have a power beyond their numbers in 
determining outcome of elections.  Representation should begin with a diversity of population Yes

Christopher Gulli Montclair, Oakland Hills/What is the timeline for producing the districts? Yes
Susan Sache How can our districts help bring our various neighborhoods and people together? No
Lauren How are you advertising these meetings? How are you getting feedback from people? How are you bundling outreach about 

them with other services people are already receiving? What are the goals, and are they the same as the last redistricting 
process? Yes 

Sandra More Sing Thing Family Singing, Friends of Sausal Creek, Regional Parks, Friends ofDimond Park, Friends of the Dimond Library. Just a 
hope that you will be fair and you will take racial barriers into consideration No

Philip La Barbera Oakland hills, Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone/The district lines seem to encompass communities/areas of the city which do 
not have common priorities. Indeed, there sometimes seems to be animosity between these communities which results in the 
council member having to 'choose sides' rather than represent constituents equitably. Yes

Christine Rall My neighbors are working class people from diverse cultures. The housing is mixed and we only have a few community meeting 
places; Melrose library and various churches. No banks or major grocery chains. What are your goals that will matter to the 
community? No

Lisa Orta My COI is racially and ethnically diverse, LGBTQ identified, and professional. How will redistricting foster equity and inclusion 
with respect to the distribution of city resources? No
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Deb First generation Asian-American; PD supporters. Asians against violence/ No
Lisa Ruhland Middle class homeowner.  Oakland native  Patriotic American Yes

Pamela Eguchi

I consider my COI to be where I've lived for 34 years, where I know the vendors and say hello to my neighbors, go to the library, 
enjoy the park and trails and shop, eat, volunteer and walk each day. My COI takes pride in the annual Oaktoberfest where 
parking at the middle school would now be in a separate district. Dividing the community along Lincoln would diminish the 
political clout of the community East of Lincoln as fewer businesses are located there/I strongly oppose Proposal D - breaking up 
the Dimond District along Lincoln Avenue and below Wilbur/Whittle. Where I've lived for 34years, where I shop, eat and walk 
every day would now be considered a separate district. Yes

Joe Oshinsk Piedmont Pines Neighborhood Assoc/What are the efforts underway to address wildfire hazards in the Oakland hills? Yes

Kathy Kenworthy

My COI includes the Dimond Business District where I shop regularly, go to the Dimond Library, and Dimond Park.  These places 
all belong in a single district. I think that if the Business District is separated, our council person will not be motivated to 
represent us well, since we’d be only a tiny part of two totally separate districts/Please DO NOT divide the Dimond District down 
Lincoln and Fruitvale.  The Dimond Business District is on both sides of Fruitvale, and splitting it there would put some of our 
businesses in one District and some in another.  That would make it hard for the district to work together on our common 
problems of crime, litter, and more.  The split line used to be down Park Blvd.  Moving it to Fruitvale just moves the same 
problems of separating a community of interest for no apparent good reason to our neighborhood instead of leaving the 
problem in the Glenview ‘hood.  How about combining Glenview and Dimond with whatever other districts you need to make 
the total population right?  Maybe add in Fruitvale?    Also, please DO use the 580 freeway as a dividing line, rather than using 
MacArthur.  A lot of the Dimond businesses are on the east side of 580, but the west side of MacArthur.  The freeway is a less 
divisive dividing line than MacArthur would be. No

Michael P. Meyer

Single-family home neighborhood in the Oakland Hills.  LGBTQ community/I like Draft Plan D because the hillside community is 
largely in one district and the northern-most district includes neighborhoods that resemble Berkeley in character.  It also keeps 
most districts pretty close to their existing boundaries. Yes

Andrew Norton most aligned with current District 4 map, Please leave District 4 boundaries as close to current boundaries No

Kevin Whittinghil

Dimond District resident/Draft maps C and D divide the Dimond District by Fruitvale Avenue. I strongly oppose dividing the 
Dimond community into two separate districts. As a board member of the Dimond Improvement Association, this division would 
make advocacy for all residents and visitors to the Dimond all the more cumbersome and difficult. Please keep the Dimond 
District commercial area which begins north of the 580 and whose main thoroughfares are Fruitvale and MacArthur, within one 
district. Yes

Rachel Laws
Common fire district, I like the proposed maps Plan A and Plan B.  I believe my Lower Redwood heights neighborhood should be 
included in the fire district. No
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Ronald Wacker

Piedmont Pines/I am Vice President of the Piedmont Pines Neighborhood Association (PPNA) but am submitting this comment as 
a personal comment, pending Board action on re-districting. I am very concerned that reducing the number of Council members 
that represent portions of the Hills, potentially to one, would re-introduce an era of "Hills vs. Flatlands" City Council decision 
making. We have worked hard to eliminate this divide which, used to characterize wildfire preparedness and vegetation 
management resources.  We were able to overcome this because three council members have portions of the Hills in their 
districts. If option D is selected, the Hills would have only 1 Council member. Generally, it is good that each Council member 
needs to represent different constituencies and the way to assure this is to encourage diversity WITHIN each district. Yes

Phyllis

Mixed race and income/In most of the proposals, the higher income and little people of color are singled out. I believe this is an 
issue. It will put more friction between the higher income area with less people of color against each other. Oakland is a mixing 
pot of race and culture. Let the map reflect that. I believe plan a with little change to the mix is the best. No

Raghu Redd

I am Asian, but I define my community not by my ancestry but by my neighborhood (Oakmore). My immediate neighborhood is 
pretty diverse, neighbors own their homes, and my neighborhood is full of young highly educated families interested in sending 
kids to high performing public schools or private schools if that's not possible. I shop locally in Montclair village and  along Park 
Blvd in Glenview. I am hoping that at some point if I ever have kids they'll be able to go through the public school system like I 
did to schools we're zoned in - Glenview, Edna Brewer, and to a school we're not zoned in - Oakland Tech (but if that's not 
possible then I will most assuredly send them to private schools). When would we see the proposed school zones? That's the real 
question that I want to know more about. Yes

Kim Coulthurst
Dimond/Why are the hills their own district in every map? Why don't the district lines go straight across from the estuary to the 
hills? All the wealthy people in one district?? No

Owen O'Malley

Laurel District/Redwood Heights/As someone born and raised in Laurel/Redwood Heights, it feels very strange to not have 
Crestmont (or more specifically the Lincoln Square Shopping Center) as part of the district (as in Maps C & D) because it is so 
central to the citizens of the district. (I notice similar weirdness in C&D separating the Rockridge shopping center from many of 
its neighbors, but that's not part of my district). No
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Mixtli Our religious heritage, sexual orientation, and gender should not be used to divide us people No
Luz My community of interest in Oakland is that we should be equally split. This means that we should not be divided categories 

based on our skin color, gender, or sexual orientation. No
Maria Longinos I would define community of interest as poeple that share the same values. I think Oakland should be splitt according to which 

part of Oakland they live in. For example grouping Oakland hills together rather than grouping East Oakland with the hills.
No

Hellen Martin In my community of interest of the City of Oakland, people that live in the same community should be grouped together.
No

Christopher Nguyen I define my community of interest as ethnic, racial, and religious groups. I believe a few community of interest’s that should be 
implemented into the City of Oakland is primarily location, racial groups, and religious belief groups.

No
Ximena Sanchez For my community of interest I would think that districts should be divided by location and equally spacing districts. 

No
Xavier Alonga-Piring A community of interest should be grouped by the location and population of the area. No
Edward McNichols Dimond/Laurel . Walkable from the neighborhood. Nearly all commercial, community, and social activities in my neighborhood 

are conducted there but we are not in the district. Neighborhoods should be districted with the community of interest nearest to 
them Yes

Kathleen Archambeau Glenview Neighborhood; LGBTQ/Survey residents before making decisions — Bravo! Yes
Catherine Barale Glenview/A major concern for us is dealing with crime in Oakland overall and our area in particular. One thing we discuss is 

moving out of Oakland to a lower crime city. Recent City Council decisions have made this issue even more significant.
No

Joanna Alvarez What does the Oakland Redirecting Commission?  Might volunteer if I know what it is I would be doing Yes
Bob Feinbaum This poorly defined concept leads to balkanized representation rather than representation that benefits the entire community.  

That is why Oakland's current city council is perhaps the worst governing body in California.  We need smart, fair, responsible 
leaders not politically correct hacks who are only concerned with "their people" and not anyone else. The districts are currently 
drawn to favor incumbents.  Draw fair districts that encompass all types of voters

No
Harriet C Hutchinson I am VERY concerned that no OUSD board member or administrative staff member knows that this committee is meeting!  Also, 

ALL of the public meetings are the same day and time as the OUSD school board meetings! Yes
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Caleb Smith I live in the Glenview. I consider myself to be part of the "foothills" community of interest. I define this community of interest as 

being all the neighborhoods below  Highway 13 and above Highway 580. This would be Glenview, Diamond, Laurel, etc.    This is 
a natural community of interest because we all go to the same neighborhood retail (Glenview or Diamond), all access the same 
public library (Diamond) and have a somewhat similar set of concerns (traffic safety and property crime, though more concern 
about violent crime than those above Highway 13 and less concern about illegal dumping than those below Highway 580). We 
have a distinct voice, vote distinctively, and our schools are some of the most integrated in Oakland.Please put Glenview in the 
same council district as the Diamond and Oakmore neighborhoods (and ideally the Laurel). Whether this means expanding 
District 5 or simply moving Glenview into District 4, this would give the foothills a strong voice instead of leaving them awkwardly 
split between two districts

No
Michael Gabriel Glenview District/Glenview should be in one District.  It is currently split between 2 districts. Yes
Chris Harper Dimond and Glenview/I am particularly interested in Districts 4 and 5.  I have lived in what is currently District 5 for 27 years. My 

community service takes place in District 4 (Dimond). The last 4 District 4 council members know my face and name. Through no 
fault (as far as I know) no District 5 representative knows my name.        The gerrymandered districts create inefficiencies and 
hamper the effectiveness of representative government. Please consider adding *all* of the Glenview neighborhood to District 
4. This will benefit both District 5 and 4 residents.

Yes
Jody Silver How many districts are being considered? How are people who are usually underrepresented going to be better considered in 

the redistricting process? No
Josh frank Not a concept I’ve ever considered. Maybe sharing socioeconomic disposition, geographic location? What criteria will you use to 

redistrict ? Yes
Corinne DeLuca Diversity, opportunities for diverse populations to own in our neighborhood, school excellence, community crime watch, school 

yard access during off school hours. No
Lisa Zemelman  District 4 and 5 are ridiculous shapes—I do not believe the councilperson for either area addresses issues on the side of 580 that 

is separate from the bulk of their district. I used to be in district 4 (represented by Jean Quan) and was at some point moved into 
district 5, now represented by Noel Gallo.  I notice all of Gallo’s efforts are aimed at the area around International Blvd. and 
Sheng Thao’s efforts are focused on the hills. No
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DISTRICT 5 - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer
Mailisha Chesney I spend the most time in the Dimond District. I also connect with Glenview, Montclair, Piedmont Ave., Temescal, and Rockridge. I 

like the Laurel District too, but it's kinda scuzzy these days. My concern is that Oakland is a very segregated city - there are little 
pockets of "like-kind people," but there isn't as much true integration as there should be in a city this diverse. And nowhere is it 
as evident as in our schools. For example, you will see that schools with a lot of black children will often NOT have hardly any 
white children. The kids at Chabot Elementary look very, very different from the kids at Manzanita, as an example. There are 
many complicated reasons for this - mostly outright racism and anti-black bias. True, meaningful integration should be our top 
priority. It is the only way we can move forward and truly educate everyone in a more equitable way. Plus, we ALL need that 
integration for our betterment.

No
Ilene Philipson I think District 5 is divided up in such a way that our Council Member represents the majority of the district which lives below 

580 rather than the smaller number of residents living above 580.  The Glenview seems to be gerrymandered into District 5 
whereas I think we should be in District 1 or 4. No

Elisha Greenwell Black  Women  Homeowners  Artists  Organizers   Entrepreneurs  Dancers/How can we ensure every district has access to similar 
level of resources including public transport, green space, retail, nightlife, etc. No

Cynthia Elliott Maintain the Latinx culture in D5. Keep D5 affordable for working class, artists & multigenerational families. No
Audrey Black Oaklanders, working class/Who is on the commission, how are communities actively recruited? No
Ismael Plasencia Equity and inclusivity No
Feleciai Favroth Concerned about lack of businesses in East Oakland Yes
Ometha Harris Does doing this help or f further alienate the poor and the black population of Oakland Yes

Annie Ledbury
Jingletown neighborhood (geographic). The arts/ culture/ design community (shared interest and skills across the city). 
Community organizing and creative resident engagement. 

Diane Sanchez

Im a third generation Fruitvale resident . my COI is wide...the Creative communities; marginalized groups; women; seniors 
etc…/what are the criteria you are using  to redraw districts or create new ones?   How will the demographics of the city be 
represented  in an equitable way on city council responsibilities and distribution of funds etc Yes

Mixtli No

Jeff Knowles
Unknown/I like Map D for district D, but Map B is better for districts C, B, and E. I do not understand the strange shape C 
wrapping from West Oakland up into the Tuxedo. That district person will be pulled in too many directions No
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DISTRICT 5 - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer

Hugh Morrison

Glenview - Foothills/1. Glenview should not be lumped into the massive hills district.  Hills speeders drive down Park Blvd 
exceeding the speed limit, often by up to 60mph.  They have fought our efforts to get OakDOT to reduce speeds on Park Blvd so 
our kids can safely walk to school at either Glenview ES or Brewer MS.  B/c of their opposition OakDOT killed a plan to make Park 
Blvd safer.  As it says on the City website: "There is not stakeholder agreement on a preferred alternative."  & "Along Middle Park 
Blvd, there were similarly strong concerns regarding speeding and pedestrian safety. While some stakeholders strongly 
supported a road diet, other stakeholders were concerned with commute hour traffic accessing I-580".    
https://www.oaklandca.gov/projects/park-boulevard-corridor-study    2. Glenview is a FootHill community, with parts of it on 
MacArthur Blvd.  Where MacArthur Blvd is above 580, 580 should be the boundary of the District.    Otherwise the lower side of 
MacArthur Blvd will be separated from both it's Glenview community (& other neighborhoods in similar situations), as well as 
the schools their families attend (Glenview ELS & Edna Brewer MS).    If you keep lower 1/2 of MacArthur in a separate district, 
artificially separating it from it's neighborhood, it will be ignored by the new District it is in, and which it has little connection to.  
Instead the boundary should be at 580. No

Tayo Lanlehin

The community of interest I belong to is the Dimond/ laurel district. Even though I live on pleitner avenue, between school and 
nicol. I feel strongly attached to the Dimond district as that’s were I go for shopping and entertainment. Currently district 5 ends 
on pleitner avenue, just before school avenue. I am in support of plan D/There is not enough outreach being done. How does the 
commission expect to up  This? Yes

Chris Cassidy

I don't understand this question, even considering the link provided/B looks the fairest to me. Any map that diminishes the 
power of W. Oakland votes, or those of folks living in the low lands of E. Oakland, is problematic. B does the best job at avoiding 
that No
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Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer

Kevin Dalley

My first COI is   Resident of Glenview neighborhood  The geographic area is in the web site below,   roughly between Leimert and 
580, and from the city of Piedmont to Canon Ave  It's a neighborhood centered around the business district on Park Blvd, 
between Wellington and Hampel  Many residents walk and cycle to the business district, making traffic safety along Park Blvd 
essential  There are also bus lines on both Park Blvd and MacArthur, going to downtown Oakland, SF, and along MacArthur to 
Kaiser  Here's a map and description of Glenview  https://oaklandwiki.org/Glenview    My second COI is as a cyclist and 
pedestrian centered on Glenview, traveling to downtown Oakland, west Oakland, Dimond business district, and beyond    
Because of the bike and pedestrian COI, my neighborhood does not easily connect to the upper hills. The residents of that area 
are more likely to drive than walk, cycle, or take the bus. Many of these residents drive at high speed on Park Blvd, not 
respecting the safety of the residents/Because of the bike and pedestrian COI, my neighborhood does not easily connect to the 
upper hills. The residents of that area are more likely to drive than walk, cycle, or take the bus. Many of these residents drive at 
high speed on Park Blvd, not respecting the safety of the residents.  For this reason, it is a mistake to combine Glenview with the 
hills, as in map A and map B  Glenview residents have been working toward pedestrian safety for over 20 years, and we should 
not be combined with the upper hills, which endanger the lives of our residents.    Maps C and D are better matches for 
Glenview. Glenview residents have walking, cycling, and transit use more similar to areas around the lake, including Grand Lake. 
Map C is probably the best fit. This map does not go too far toward 13, and D is my second choice.  All 4 maps have one shortfall, 
which can be easily remedied. East of Beaumont, the maps split Glenview at MacArthur Blvd, with residents on the northern side 
of MacArthur in a different district than the residents south of MacArthur, but still north of 580.    A more sensible area to split 
the district at 580. This change would not greatly effect the populations in the districts, but it would allow all of the residents of 
Glenview to be in one district. It really does not make sense to have residents between MacArthur Blvd and 580 be in the same 
district as residents south of 580. Traveling across the freeway by foot or bike takes some effort. People do not easily mingle 
across the freeway. The building of 580 permanently split these neighborhoods, and the district lines should recognize  this split, 
even if many wish that 580 had not been built. Yes

Sandra Montgomery
Glenview District residents, businesses, schools, parks/Utilize the boundaries of above 580/Macarthur blvd up Park Blvd to 
Highway 13.eastern boundary to  include Dimond canyon , excluding Fruitvale ave No

David Dologite
Glenview/Dividing Glenview along north/south side of Macarthur Blvd rather than the Interstate 580 freeway that is literally 
immediately south of Macarthur Blvd makes ZERO sense.  The FREEWAY should be the divider. It’s the only rational border. No

Ashley Cook

I consider the Glenview neighborhood my primary community/neighborhood/At the south edge of Glenview all 4 maps put a 
district border through the middle of MacArthur Blvd, separating a strip of residents from the rest of the neighborhood. It would 
be a minor change to put the border at the 580 freeway instead. I live on the south side of MacArthur, bordering the 580, and 
would favor remaining in a district with the rest of Glenview, which is a relatively tight knit community. Yes
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Sally Steele

My community of interest is based on where my family and I spend most of our time and where our community relationships 
are. The current boundaries do not reflect this, placing Glenview in the same district as the hills and separating us from the 
communities to which we are in physical proximity (Trestle Glen, Lakeshore, etc.). Proposed Maps C & D more accurately reflect 
Glenview's actual community ties with all its diversity - where we shop, dine, walk, meet with friends, work, and worship/Please 
consider geography - where people physically move about in their day-to-day lives. I believe maps C & D are a greater reflection 
of this than current district lines or the other proposed options. No

ruth stroup

Glenview, Oakmore, Dimond Heights/being in D5 has been a disaster for Glenview.  We get very little support from our current 
council person who focuses almost entirely on the Fruitvale disctrict.   We are more suited to D2 or D4.  Because of the traffic 
issues on Park Blvd between 580 and 13, I think it's important for Glenview and Oakmore to stay together Yes

Mike Bradley

My COIs are based on where I go to shop and eat, and the people I meet when I go there.    My immediate COI is Glenview and 
the Dimond. I live there and shop there and feel a sense of kinship with the people there. A broader COI would extend through 
Lakeshore to Piedmont Ave or even Broadway, and down into San Antonio and Fruitvale. An even broader COI would extend up 
to Rockridge for the restaurants and over to the Laurel.    I also go to Jack London Square a lot and like it.    I feel no kinship 
whatever with Montclair and the hills neighborhoods or the people who live there/A couple of decades ago the City adopted 
Estuary-to-hills districts. Why did the city reject them? No real COIs there, I guess. Anyway, you have a tough job and I thank you 
for taking it on. Good luck! No

Zachary Kelly
Middle class non-tech worker/What natural/physical barriers are regularly used to separate districts? And do these still need to 
be considered? Yes

Cynthia Elliott Maintain the Latinx culture in D5. Keep D5 affordable for working class, artists & multigenerational families. None yet No
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Yarely I would define my community of interest as being segregated by even numbers and communities we have self-segregated.

No
Mai Dinh My interest in my community is have equality for all. I believe my community, the city of Oakland should be equality divided by 

their location. No
mario gilberto monterroso my community interest in low-income and there is a mix of Latin Americans and Americans. A strict should have opposite 

demographic so they can how completion between each other. No
Alisson Herrera I define my community as a good place where neighbors share same cultures and get along even if it is dangerous. I would say 

that the cops should always be checking the area to reduce crime No
jeremiah You can define them by similar living qualitys and the need of them like places or worship, lique stores, schools and many more.I 

feel like we could use ethnicity and should be taken into acountabilaty because peidmont have a better eduacation then west 
oakland. No

Amy Tharpe Peterson African-American, low-to moderate income renters and homeowners, local businesses, and the homeless. I would like to ensure 
that Oaklands districts represent the economic and social diversity that is unique to the City. We should not homogenous 
districts. Yes

Ruben Briones My community of interest includes the Seminary area. It is usually cut off at 57th but it's really 55th. We also belong to the 
International Blvd corridor since we are only 2 blocks away. Lastly, we are bounded by the NCPC 27Y.  Splitting up the Bancroft or 
Foothill Blvd does not work. For example, we have a tremendous problem with speeding along that corridor. Having to 
coordinate with 2 council members is a challenge because they are not political allies.

No
Jasmine Gonzalez The deep east Oakland community is a community plagued by inequitable and racist practices. We have been dealing with illegal 

dumping for over a decade. Lawlessness prevails. We are afraid of walking in our own communities. We are disproportionately 
affected by environmental toxins and pollution coming from racist city permitting processes.     The relationship with city officials 
appears to be most present around election time. The mayor and Loren Taylor  cross picket lines to make partner up with mass 
polluters such as AB&I Foundry plant. How can redistricting improve living conditions for the deep east Oakland community?

No
Maxine Visaya Maxwell Park/Strive to be inclusive and equitable in this process No

Prescott
Located between seminary and 73rd st and between MacArthur and the MLK shoreline./How can our district boundaries build 
more power and connect for our communities and especially those who are burdened by financial and housing issues? Yes

Yolanda Scott How will redistributing positively impact d6 and d7? No
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Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer

Peter Schoewe

Maxwell Park/There is a perception that the last redistricting process, specifically the move of a portion of Maxwell Park from 
District 4 to District 6, and the jagged borders of District 4, 5 and 6 within Melrose, were politically motivated to remove a 
council member from office--and that decision resulted in fragmented representation and attention from the city council for the 
Maxwell Park and Melrose communities over the past decade.  For that reason, I'm excited that there is an independent 
commission to decide the district boundaries this decade--and I'd like to ensure that they consider the context of how the 
boundaries were set in 2010 against the interests of the Maxwell Park and Melrose communities. Yes

Morgan Staples
Live in Havenscourt, active in Havenscourt Neighborhood Association. Work in Fruitvale as Educator/I want to make sure that 
districts are not drawn to isolate East Oakland from neighborhoods on the hills side of 580! Yes

Crystal Bussey African American families/Plan D is overtly classist Yes

Maxine Visaya
Maxwell Park  Mixed Demographics  Parent of young school children  Attend local public &/or charter school  Work in 
Oakland/Strive to be inclusive and equitable in this process. No
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Jose Isido My interest in the community is a better way of dividing the districts in a more balanced way regardless of economic status.

No
Alexandra Sandoval I think the City of Oakland is split well but should be split based on wealth and population. No
Alvaro Esquivel My definition of COI is people who have similar demographics like wealth and political views. Districts should be unbiased and 

evenly split in demographics to create competition and create motivation to vote. No
Hugo Zelada My community of interest is low income and majority African American. I think the community should be split by population and 

opposing demographics. No
Taliyah Jones A community of interest that I have is that ethnicities should be divided into certain locations. No
Frank My community of interest is one that values its neighborhood and wants to see changes in the streets and one that cares for its 

community.   I think that the lines should be drawn by populations. No
Natalie The City of Oakland should be grouped by location. No
Erika Quintero I think Oakland should be divided by even numbers. Yes
Alicia Herrera I define communities of interest by the locations they are in, and the resources that are accessible to them. I believe the city 

should provide at least two resources, (if needed)  for each community. These resources can be helpful for any necessities (ex. 
food, clothes). Yes

Joselyn In the City of Oakland, my community of interest would be dividing people by location. No
Kidist The name of the community and its shared culture or characteristics. how can I help the districts Yes
Eve Delfin What's the purpose of redistricting? What is the goal of redistricting? No
Merika Reagan Deep East Oakland Yes
Dian J. Harrison Resident of the City of Oakland (District 7), and involved in several community based organizations, Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, 

Black Women Organized for Political Action,  where I live (Black community). There needs to be transparent communications 
with the community to ensure that citizens know when the meetings are and where they can get information.

Yes
Allie Whitehurst I’ll try to attend meetings to get a better understanding of how the commission will make decisions. Yes
TJ Shah East Oakland resident, Brookfield Village, person of color. No
sylvia I'd like to know about the public hearing dates. Have those been scheduled? No 

Michael McDaniel

My community is Cox (District 7) is very diverse and of various income levels. There very few successful business in the 
community and few that are not hispanic the stores seem to be for them only   Lots of room for improvement. There needs to be 
efforts to improve the business community between 73rd and 98th Yes

David Banks More restaurants. Access to maker spaces. Community spaces. How do I become a representative? Yes
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John Accinelli

“The Hills”   Multiracial Affluence  Very High Fire Danger Zone Region  Private School path over public  If Public school, they 
attend Skyline  Higher Property Tax Rates   Diminished Police Presence. Plan D map zone D should include Sequoyah Hills. The 
main problem is that district 7 hill region does not identify with East Oakland and refers to itself as the South Oakland Hills. Our 
voice for policing and services are lost in the noise of the flatlands and foothills below us. We relate more closely with our Keller 
Ave neighbors and once had property crime stats in alignment with Hansom Drive and lower Skyline Blvd. 20 years ago. Yes

Brian King

African American, Hills Resident, home owner, rental property Owners, parent of school age children/Interesting how the south 
end of the hills, with the majority of people of color that live in the hills will continue to get lumped into the East Oakland district 
that runs to the waterfront, while the wealthy white district to the north gets separated out into their own district. How about 
splitting this district as well? What is there in common with the flats other than color? And how about eliminating the Council 
Seat at large? What purpose does it have? I live near Frank Ogawa’s home, and when the seat was established it was to give the 
Unrepresented Asian community a seat. Not the real estate developers. Yes

Denise Lee
Eastmont hills, moderate democratic, middle class professional/Due to changing demographic of incoming population, I feel 
redistricting is necessary Yes

Jennifer Formoso

Not sure what this means. I live in the Sequoyah area of District 7/I think it is a mistake to divide the districts in a way where it 
appears to be divided by wealth. As in the hills are one section as in D and C. It think keeping the sections as they are does not 
create the bickering and division that cutting one area out of the districts will do. I think A and B using the current district 
sections will work better. Yes

Damion Scott NA No

Megan Stewart
I don't know/I'm concerned about some of the proposed maps that seem to further isolate East Oakland. What happens to those 
schools? Our neighborhood is already underfunded, overpoliced, and overlooked by many. No

Ambi Bohannon Jones

My COI are:  Individuals and families who live in high fire danger areas within Oakland    Middle-income Oakland families with 
children     Black / African American Oaklanders/I really feel like the current boundaries for District 7 disenfranchise communities 
above 580. Issues of crime, dumping, fire danger, park neglect are rarely addressed or even taken seriously given the pressing 
issues of the larger District. Yes

Bethsaida Ruiz Millsmont/Eastmont Deep East Oakland/N/A Yes

Mary Forte
East Oakland Foothills - 82nd to 98th Avenues & MacArthur Blvd to 580 freeway/Quality of life issues should help define district 
boundaries No
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NO DISTRICT ID - Comments from the Public Survey

Name Community of Interest/comments and questions Willing to Volunteer
Genesis  My definition of a community of interest is when a group of people share the same need or want among them. My specific COI 

is one that is concerned about housing and social injustice in Oakland. No
Phillip Ta I define my community of interest as morals No
Christina Ferracane City staff person [this question seems esoteric] No
Jonathan Fong Oakland Chinatown, Jack London neighborhood/Please keep in mind the racial equity disparities that are so acute still for 

Oakland, such that redistricting supports political power for those that need it the most to address their needs.
No

Doug No
Olga Crowe I work for the City of Oakland and am interested in all of it. No
Brittani Rudick Electric Vehicle Manufacturer No
Joel Freid My neighborhood, Crocker Highlands/None No
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